The story of Karen Ann Quinlan made international headlines!

Why was the plight of this young woman who fell into a coma in 1975 so central to today’s laws on death and dying.

The two DVD’s package give both the educational and emotional journey of the Quinlans as they pursued the right to have their daughter Karen Ann die with dignity.

In Saying Goodbye, the emotional interviews with Julia Quinlan, mother of Karen Ann as well as Karen Ann’s siblings, speak to what happened to their family in the days and months that followed that fateful night of April 15, 1975. Along with lead attorney, the Honorable Paul Armstrong, and the late Father Trapasso, the family’s trials and anguishes are revealed.

The exclusive Interview with the Honorable Paul W. Armstrong dissects the Karen Ann Quinlan Case from a case of first impressions to the final outcome.

Donation to the Karen Ann Quinlan Memorial Foundation $150.00.

To request package or for more information call the hospice foundation at 800-882-1117